# 6 - 1963 SCCA AP - Paul Reinhart

Model Year: 1963
VIN: 30837S10895
Race Numbers: 6
Ownership: Paul Reinhart
Sponsors: Paul Reinhart
Drivers: Paul Reinhart
Status: Owned and vintage raced by Susan Armstrong
Original Color: Daytona Blue
Tires/Wheels: 15.5 x 15 steel
Engine: 327/360 Fuel Injection
Driveline: ZO6 BIG TANK
Interior: Black
Condition: Restored

Notes: Paul ordered this 63 Z0-6 TANKER race car early expecting to enter the October 13, 1962 LA Times Grand Prix. Unfortunately it was not delivered to the selling dealer until October 30 so Paul missed the race. Paul raced a 1957 car from 1959 thru ‘62, and then in the summer of ‘62 ordered the new 63 Z0-6 coupe. It was one of the 17 early cars that got special support from Zora Duntov and Chevrolet. The dealership in Oakland did not receive the car in time for Paul to enter the first SCCA National Race at Riverside on October 21, 1962. The car finally arrived a week later. Paul ran in many SCCA races in Northern and Southern California in 1963thru 66 including Pomona, Riverside, Laguna Seca, Santa Barbara, Del Mar, Vaca Valley, Cotati, Stockton, and other west coast venues.

He then sold the 63 Z06 and bought and raced a GENIE, which was a special tube chassis car with Chevrolet power. He had success with the GENIE, but technology was advancing so fast that the car became outdated within a year. (The Florida owner who purchased Paul’s Genie still has it today).

In 1982 while looking at the classifieds in the San Francisco ‘Examiner’, Paul spotted a ‘63 race car for sale and went and looked at it. Lo and behold, it was his old racer Z06 car that he had sold back in 1966. It needed restoration but had most of its original Z0-6 big brakes and 36 gal gas tank. Paul bought the car back and restored it. He raced the car at the vintage Monterey Historics, Wine Country Classic and other West Coast venues from 1983 thru 1994. Then Paul sold it to Susan Armstrong who has vintage raced it since.

Registry ID Number: 1142